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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
26.3 (1885) 
A FUZZY MODIFICATION OF THE CATEGORY OF LINEARLY 
ORDERED SPACES 
A. SOSTAK 
Abstracts Generalizing the well-known Hutton 0 oonetruc-
tion oi the fuzzy unit interval we define a functo* F from the 
category Ord of linearly ordered spaces into the category Fuz 
of fuzzy topological spaces. Some properties of this functor 
are established. Specifically, the connections between the pro-
perties of the linear order on X and the fuzzy topological pro-
perties of F(X) are studied. In caee when X I0 connected, the 
space F(X) is fuzzy homeomorphic to the space K(X) constructed 
by A. Klein. 
Key words; Fuzzy topological space, fuzzy unit interval, 
linearly ordered apace. 
Classification: 54A40, 54F05 
§ 0. Introduction. In [16] we offered a construction which 
for a given linearly ordered topological apace associates in a 
definite way a fuzzy topological space F(X) - the 00 called 
fuzzy modification of a linearly ordered topological apace X. 
In the caee when X • I (• L0,1 j), the space F(I) la fuzzy ho-
meomorphic with the fuzzy closed unit interval 17 which is one 
of the moot important and interesting examples of iazzy topolo-
gical spaces (see e.g. 17),t8jtt5ltt13l»t14l»H5} • • • * ) . The 
fuzzy spaces FflR) and FQ0 t1t) are fuzzy homeomorphio with the 
fuzzy real line 151 and the fuzzy open unit interval [51 ree-
peotively. In 116) we began to study the properties of F(X). 
In particular, there were established some connections between 
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the topological properties of X and the fuzzy topological 
pro partita of ?(X)« 
The principal aim of the present paper is to impart the 
categorical character to this oonstruotlon. Hamelyf the main 
object of tht paper is a functor ? from the oategory Ord of 
linearly ordered topological spaces and increasing continuous 
mappings into the category Tuz of fuzzy topological spaces 
and fuzzy continuous mappings (Section 4). 
The paper begins with Section 1 containing the prelimina-
ry information employed in the text. In Section 2 tht defini-
tion of the fuzzy modification f(X) of a linearly ordered to-
pological space X from 116] is reproduced. Here we state also 
the main result0 from 116] concerning the fuzzy topological 
properties of ?(X). The third section 10 devoted to a construc-
tion which allows to associate with an increasing continuous 
mapping fsX—> X a fuzzy continuous mapping 7(f) * ?s?(X) -—> 
—-> ?(¥)• The relation 9 appears to be functorial (Section 4)* 
Seotlon 5 contains the oonatruotlon of a fuzzy modification 
for the oase of a decreasing mapping. 
Our definition of the fuzzy modification of a linearly 
ordered apace la essentially based on the generalization of 
the fundamental idea of B. Hutton 171 whioh he has used for 
the construction of the fuzzy olosed unit interval* An Interes-
ting and quite different extension of B. Hutton'0 construction 
was carried out by A. Klein M O } . He as so oi a tea with a connec-
ted topological apace X a fuzzy topological apace K°(X) (our 
denotation) in such a way that K°(X) and K°(E) are equivalent 
with the fuzzy olosed unit interval and the fuzzy real line* 
Moreoverf the spaoe X is contained In K°(X) as a fuzzy subspa-
oe. The aim of the last, sixth seotion Is to show that If a 
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topological spaoe is both linearly ordered and connected, then 
the both constructions P(X) and K°(X) may he considered as 
equivalent. 
I 1. Preliminariee. A. Linearly ordered spaces. Let X he 
a set and < a linear order on it (see e.g. [4], p. 17). As 
usual, we write x*»a if x<a or x • a. For a,b*X let 
3a,-~»E m {xsxeX, a<xl, ]<-* ,b £ « <{xsx*X, x<b}, 3a,b[ -
«{xsxeX, a<x<b\, ta,bl --IxtxcX, a^xsSbf, ta,bt • 
«{xtxeX, a . 6 x < b \ , etc 
A subset X0 of X is called bounded in X if there exist 
a,beX such that XQc[a,b]. Specifically, X is bounded if It 
has a maximal and a minimal elements. By a oofinal oharaoter of 
X we understand the least cardinal number k for which there ex-
ists a subset X C X of cardinality k such that for every x€X 
there are y€X 0, y*£x, and -seX0, x&z (of. f-43, p. 22). 
One can easily cheek that & • { 1 a,b t ta,beX{ is a base 
for some topology T on the set X; it will be called "the topo-
logy generated by the linear order < w. Throughout the paper, 
by a linearly ordered (topological) space, we understand a tri-
ple (X,< ,CT)* It will be usually abbreviated as (X,<) or just 
as X if there can be no confusion. Thus in our context the li-
near order in a linearly ordered (topological) space is assumed 
to be fixed (in contrast with the usual terminology according 
to which a linearly ordered topological space is defined as a 
pair (X,^) where the topology Jf can be generated by some li-
near order < on X (see e.g. [41, p. 82)). 
Let (X,< ) and (Y,<) be two linearly ordered spaces. A 
mapping ftX-*- Y will be oalled Increasing if x-^Xg Implies 
f ( x . j ) £ f ( x 2 ) . leoreasing mappings are defined analogously. 
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It is obvious that linearly ordered spaces and increasing 
continuous mappings between them form a category; this category 
will he denoted Ord. 
B. Fuzzy topological spaces. The terminology used in fuzzy 
topology is rather unsteady yet and various authors proceed so-
metimes from different basic definitions. Therefore everyone 
working in this field has to specify first the frames in which 
he carries his studies out. As in our previous papers H61fCl7lf 
11831 we work chiefly in the R. Lowen's category Ju% of fuzzy 
topological spaces (see the definition (1.3) below). 
(1*1) R*°aark. Our preference of R. Lowen's definition on 
the whole was explained in [161 and U7l. However, all the re-
sults of this paper have obvious equivalents in the more general 
category Puz° of fuzzy topological spaces in the sense of C. 
Chang (definition (1.3)° below). The most Important of these 
equivalents are formulated explicitly and numerated with the sa-
me number but with an additional superscript "o". The proofs 
of theorems in the case of Fuz° are oramited since they can be ob-
tained just by obvious and Insignificant changes in the proofs 
of the corresponding theorems for Fuz. Notice, however, that 
both the versions are logically independent. 
0*2) Remark. The question whether the main results of this 
paper can be transferred to the category of L-fuzzy topological 
spaces ([61, see also t7lf[5l e.a.) is more problematic. The au-
thor has only partial results in this direction and they are not 
reflected in this paper. 
0*3) Definition [11lft12l. i. fuzzy topology on a set I is 
a family < of its fuzzy subsets (i.e. X C I ), satisfying the 
following three axioms: 
(1) if (JL f v> * X then ft A )>' * V \ 
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(2) if (toa€ X for all aeA t then V -C (**a*a£A$ m (A, £ X 
(3) t contains all constants c:X—> I. 
A fuzzy topological space is a pair (X»t;) where X is a set and 
*t is a fuzzy topology on it. 
0»3)° Definition 13]. A fuzzy topology on a set X is a 
family t of its fuzzy subsets, satisfying the axioms (1) and 
(2) of Definition (1.3) and the following axiom 
(3)° t contains the constants 0:X —> I and 1:X — > I. 
A fuzzy topological space is a pair (X,<r) where X is a set and 
X is a fuzzy topology on it. 
(1.4) Definition C31.111-1. Let (Xttr) and (Yf6*) be fuzzy 
topological spaces (either in the sense of R. Lowen or in the 
sense of C.L. Chang). A mapping f:X —-> Y is called fuzzy conti-
nuous if f (v) € X for all >> e # . 
(1.5) Denotation. The category of fuzzy topological spa-
ces in the sense of R. Lowen and fuzzy continuous mappings be-
tween them will be denoted Puz. 
(1.5)° Denotation. The category of fuzzy topological spa-
ces in the sense of C. Chang and fuzzy continuous mappings be-
§ 2. Fuzzy modification of a linearly ordered space. Ba-
sing on the fundamental idea of B. Hut ton L71 we have defined 
in 1161 a construction which in a definite way associates with 
every linearly ordered space X a fuzzy topological space F(X). 
In this section we first reproduce the construction and then 
following [161 state the theorems which establish some connec-
tions between the properties of the space X and the fuzzy to-
pological properties of its fuzzy modification P(X). All the 
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proof0 are omitted since they can he found in [16). 
(2.1) Tfte conetruetion of F(X) [16). Let Z(X) denote the 
eet of aXX decreaeing function© ziX—*I 0uch that eup z(x) » 1 
and inf z(X) « 0. For every x€.X Xet 
X 
inf z( t ) f i f x+min X 
z(x") » i t < x and • { z ( x ) m 1 f if x » min X 
; eup z(t) f if x+««c X 
z(xT) - j t>* 
I J z (x ) » 0 f i f x * max X# 
f o r z f z e Z(X) we w r i t e »<^ a ' i f f z (x") » z*(x~) and z (x*) * 
• z#(x*) for every xcX. Obvioualy, <yj is an equivalence reia-
tion on Z(X). Let U l » $a#e Z(X)tz^z'i and Xet F(X) denote 
the eet of aXX equivaXence classes Cz]f i . e . F(X) » ^ /^ * 
For aXX athcX Xet fuzzy sets !K^ and c*>a of F(X) be defined 
by the equaXitiee A^tft3 « 1 -» z(b"*)t and ^aC*3 • z(a
+). If 
e c l , then we uee the same symbol for the oonetant function 
csf(X)—»> I. Let t be the fuzzy topoXogy on F(X) having sr* » 
» { w\fct 5>atatbcX^ u C««oal\ as a subbase. The fuzzy topoio-
gioal space (?(X)t<t;) will be usually written Just 00 F(X) and 
oaXXed the fuzzy modification of the linearly ordered apace X. 
(2*1)° Tfre gone true tfon of F°(X). In the category Fuz°f 
the fuzzy modification F°(X) of a linearXy ordered epaee X ia 
defined juet 00 in (2#1) with the only difference that the fuzzy 
topoXogy <£° on F(X) is defined by the eubbaee $r° » 
» ^^|jt^a*fttheX\ (inatead of tn* ) . 
(2*2) Sxamplea [16J, The fuzzy epacee F(&)f F(I) and 
F(30f1t) are fuzzy horaeomorphic with the stratified fuzzy reaX 
Xine t H l t the atratified fuzzy cXoeed unit interval [141 and 
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the stratified fuzzy open unit interval P 4 ] respectively. 
(2.2)° ExampleB. The fuzzy spaoes F°(ft), P°(I) and 
F°(lOf1C) are fuzzy homeomorphic with the fuzzy real line [5J# 
the fuzzy closed unit Interval [7] and the fuzzy open unit in-
terval L7J respectively. 
R. Lowen has defined and widely used the embedding functor 
o-> :Top —v Fuz (see e.g. [121). For a topological space X the 
fuzzy topological space a>(X) can be in a natural way consider-
ed as a fuzzy copy of X. 
(2.3) Theorem [16]. If X is a linearly ordered space, 
then G?(X) is fuzzy homeomorphic to a (proper) fuzzy subspace 
of F(X). 
Since the category Top of topological spaces and continuous 
mappings may be in an obvious way considered as a subcategory of 
Fuz°f the corresponding equivalent of the previous theorem is 
even more lucid: 
(2»3)° Theorem. If X is a linearly ordered space, then X 
is fuzzy homeomorphic to a (proper) fuzzy subspace of f°(X). 
(2.4) Theorem [161. If X is an infinite linearly ordered 
space, then its weight is equal to the fuzzy weight of F(X). 
(The fuzzy weight of a fuzzy topological space is natural-
ly defined as the minimal cardinality of the bases of its fuzzy 
topology 116].) 
We shall not state explicitly the equivalent of (2.4) as 
well as the equivalents of (2.5) - (2.9) below for the category 
fua° beoauae one oan obtain them just by replacing F(X) with 
f°(X). 
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(2*5) Corollary (cf. U 3 3 ) . The fuzzy spaces F(ft)f F(I) 
and P(30,1[) have countable fuzzy weights. 
(2.6) Theorem [163. If a linearly ordered space X is boun-
ded, then F(X) is fuzzy oC-compact for all ac e I 0f1f. Conver-
seljr, if F(X) is fuzzy oC -compact for some oC 6 [0f1[, then 
X is bounded. 
(For the def ini t ion of fuzzy ac -compactness see [53 or 
t l 2 ] . ) 
(2.7) Corollary (cf. t 5 ] f t 1 3 J ) . F(I) i s fuzzy oc-compact 
for a l l oc/ e tO f1t» F(ffO andj?(]0 f1t) are not fuzzy oc -compact 
for any oc e. 10 f 1t . 
( 2 « 8 ) Theorem [ 1 6 ] . If X i s an unbounded l inearly ordered 
space, then the fuzzy Lindelof number of F(X) i s equal to the 
cofinal character of X (see § 1.A). 
(The fuzzy Lindelof number of a fuzzy space Y i s defined 
as the minimal cardinal k such that for every cC e tO f1t every 
oC-shading [ 5 ] has an oC-subshading of cardinality l e s s or 
equal to k.) 
(--••9) Theorem [163. The following conditions are equiva-
lent for a l inearly ordered space X: 
(a) X has a G^-diagonal; 
(b) X i s s t r a t i f i a b l e , 
(o) X i s metrizable, 
(d) F(X) i s fuzzy s t r a t i f i a b l e . 
(The equivalence of the f i r s t three conditions i s a wel l -
known fact of general topology (see e.g. [43 and 113.) For the 
definit ion of a topological s trat i f iab le space see 121 and t l3* 
fuzzy s tra t i f iab le spaces were introduced and studied in t173» 
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[ 1 8 ] . The author i s sorry about the confusing consonance of the 
two completely different notions of a fuzzy s t rat i f iab le space 
and a s t rat i f i ed fuzzy topological space (L19J.D3] e . a . ) . ) 
§ 3. Fuzzy modification of an increasing continuous mapping 
(3*1) Let (X 9< ) and ( Y f < ) he l inearly ordered spaces and 
f:X—>Y an increasing continuous mapping. For eTery zcZ(X) 
l e t f * ( z ) * u:Y—>I he defined as follows* 
inf z(x)y i f 3<~-.y3r. f(X)4*0 




i f 3 * - . y l n f (x) « 0. 
(3.2) Proposition. Let z 1 , z 2 e Z ( X ) and u.j • f *(z. j ) , 
Ug « f * ( z 2 ) » I f *^
r>'*2 i n z ^ x ^» t n * n ^ A / U 2 i u Z(Y). 
Proof. Let y
Q
C Y and let ucZ(Y). To show that u . | ( y 0 ) • 
« 1*2(y
0
) consider the following possible cases: 







t. Then u(y~) - inf u(y) « inf inf z(x) « 
» inf z(x) « inf z(x"). 




t • Let y-j « f(x-j) < 
< y
0
. Then either x-j is the maximal element in X and hence 
u(y
0
) • u (y . | ) m z(x-j) * 0
y





that there is a jump [43 between x^ and Xg (otherwise f cannot 
be continuous) and therefore u(y~) « u(y-j) « z(x . j ) » Z(XA)« 
c) f~ 3 <— .y
Q
[ » 0. Then u(y) « 1 for eTery y < y
0
 and 
hence u(y~) • 1. 









.—*-[«> 0 and there is no minimal element in this 
set. Then u(y+) « sup u(y) « sup inf z(x) « sup z(x) « 
° <¥>'*© * ****** -r(^*^ *(*)><*« 
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» sup z(x ) . 
Wl>% 1 
b) There i s x, - min f"' 3 yQ t -> t . Let y1 • f ( x t ) . Then 
either x^ i s the minimal element of X and henoe u(y*) • u(y^) • 
• z(x.|) » 1, or there e x i s t s XgS Xt Xo^^i suoh that there i s 
a jump between Xg and x-j (otherwise f oannot be continuous) and 
therefore u(y*) » sup u(y) • sup inf z(x) - inf z(x) • 
• Z(X1) • --(Xg). 
c) f 3 y o t — > t • #• ^aen obviously u(y) • 1 for every 
y > y and hence u(y*) • 1. 
Thus again in every case u^(y+) • ^ ( y * ) . 
This proposition ensures the correctness of the following 
definit ion: 
(3.3) Definition. Let f:X—•» Y be an increasing oontinuous 
mapping. The equality x*Csl • tu3 where t z l € F ( X ) t u • f * (z) 
and CulcF(Y) defines a mapping f:F(X)—**F(Y). 
The mapping f w i l l be cal led a fuzzy modification of the 
mapping f. 
(3.4) Theorem. The mapping ?:F(X)—¥ F(Y) i s fuzzy continu-
ous. 
Proof. Let st • "C^, jo a :a t bcx5 u i c : o e I ? be the stan-
dard subbase of the topology on F(X) (see (2.1 ) ) t and l e t ana-
logously II » ^ L t t E d : e t d c Y J u i o : 0 6 l J be the standard subbase 
of the topology on F(Y). (Here the fuzzy s e t s L#tK^:F(Y)—> I 
are defined by the equal i t ies L ^ t u l « 1 - u(e~) t R A f«3 • u(d
+) 
for a l l t u l e F ( Y ) . ) Since the preiraage of every constant 
c:F(Y)—¥ I under f i s obviously the same constant c » f (o): 
:F(X) —**It to show the continuity of f i t suff ices to check 
that the pr©image of a l l Le and Rd are open i n F(X). 
Take some L# and l e t L»1*F(X). Then ?"
1(L#) t z l -
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« L0f la] • Le tu ] • 1 - u(e~) where u • f * ( z ) . Consider the 
following possible cases; 
a) f ~ 3 <— f • C 4- 0 and there is no maximal element in 
f~13«— ,et. Then u(e~) • inf inf z(x) - inf z(x) • 
y< e $(*)«$. -?Cxi< e 
» inf z(x~). Hence :H{LJ Cz3 « 1 - A z(x") • 
{CxUe e *C>0<e 
« y (1 - z(x~)) « y axCz)t *(art<e +C*><e  
b) x-j « max f~ ]*«— f e[ . Then the continuity of f implies 
that either x-. is the maximal element of IK and hence u(e~) • 
• z(i.j) • 0f i . e . f (LQ) [ z ] « 1, or there exists XgCX, x^<au 
such that there i s a jump between x.. and x̂ * In this case u(e*")« 
« z(x.j) « -5(x£) and therefore f""'(L ) £ zj • 1 - z(x£) • & £zL 
c) f 3 * — f e [ » 0* Then u(y) • 1 for every y<e f hence 
u(e") - 1 and -?"1(L#) • 0. 
Thus in every case the preimage f~ (L#) i s an open fuzzy 
subset of F(X). 
How take some R .̂ Then f (R&) C z] • R̂ f Cz] • R^Cu] • 
• u(d+)f where u • f * ( z ) . Consider the following possible ca-
ses! 
1) f 3d,—>i=¥0 and there is no minimal element in i t . 
Then u(d+) • sup. u(y) » sup, inf z(x) * sup , z(x) • 
y><l ty>dL f6flm^ ft*3C)>d 
• sup z(x+) f and hence I (R*) • r / y , <*>-*• .f(.x)>cL a + uo>ol > * 
2) x>| • min f~ 3 df —* I . Then the continuity of f implies 
that either x1 • min X and hence u(d
+) • z(x1) • 1f i.e* 
f (R )̂ • 1» or there i s x 2<x 1 such that there i s a jump bet-
ween %2 and z r In this case u(d
+) • z(x-j) - z(x^)f i . e . 
^1<Sd> - Px2-
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3) f }d, — > C • 0. Then u(y) » 0 for every y> d and hence 
u(d+) - 0. Therefore f~1(Rd) » 0. 
Thus in every case the preimage f (Rd) is fuzzy open in X. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
(3.3)° Since the fuzzy modifications F(X) and F°(X) (see 
(2.1)°) coincide as sets, the mapping f defined in (3.3) may be 
considered also as a mapping f:F°(X)~* F°(Y). 
(3.4)° Theorem. The mapping f:F°(X)-> F°(Y) is fuzzy con-
tinuous. 
(3*5) Proposition. If f:X—> Y is an increasing homeomor-
phism, then f:F(X)—> F(Y) is a fuzzy homeomorphism. 
Proof. Let f : Y —> X be the inverse of f. We shall first 
show that (f ) * o f *(z) - z for every ze Z(X) and 
f*(f" )* (u) • u for every uc Z(Y). This will precisely mean 
that (f~1)* :Z(Y)—*> Z(X) is the inverse of f* :Z(X)—• Z(Y). 
Since f is a bisection, the equality f * (z) • u means in 
this case that z(x) - u(y) for x - f(y). Hence ( f 1 ) * f *(z)(x)» 
m z(x) for every z€Z(X) and all xeX* thus, (f~ ) * f * (z) • z. 
The equality f* (f ) * (u) • u for every uc Z(Y) can be proved 
similarly. 
Since (f ) * is the inverse of f* , it is easy to conclude 
now that (£~1):F(Y)-~* F(X) is the inverse of ?:F(X)—> F(Y). 
Moreover, since the mappings f and f~ are continuous from Theo-
rem (3*4) it follows that f and f are fuzzy continuous. Hence 
f is a fuzzy homeomorphism. 
(3*5)° Proposition. If f:X—*Y is an increasing homeo-
morphism, then f:F°(X)—-v F°(Y) is a fuzzy homeomorphism. 
(3*6) Remark. One may consider that it is more natural to 
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define f* (a) » u:Y—> I in the following way (which is obvi-
ously not equivalent with (3*D)t 
r inf m(x), if .!«— f y £ n f(X)4*0 
u(y) - 1 « * « * 
I 1 f i f ] « - , y [ n f(X) - 0. 
The analog of Proposition (3*2) holds for f * defined in such a 
way, too, and, moreover, the assumption of continuity of f is 
superfluous in this case. However, on the other hand, the ana-
log of Theorem (3.4) does not hold for the corresponding f even 
if f is continuous* This is one of the reasons for our choice 
of Definition (3*1) as the basio one. 
5 4. ?unctor ?. Let Ord be the category of linearly order-
ed topological spaces and increasing continuous mappings. In 
this section we define basing on the results of the two previous 
sections an embedding functor ?:Ord—> ?uz (see 1.5))* Inciden-
tally we consider also an embedding functor ?°:Ord-—> ?uz° (see 
(1.5°) which is the natural analog of ? for the case of Chang's 
definition of fuzzy topological spaces* 
(4.1) Definition of ?:Ord—> ?uz. ?or every objeot X of 
Ord let ?(X) be the fuzzy modification of X (see (2.1)) and for 
every moronism f:X—*Y. in Ord let ?(f) « £:?(!) — > ?(I) (see 
(3.3)). 
(4.2) Theorem. ? is a functor from the category Ord into 
the category ?uz. 
Prooft follows Immediately from the next two lemmas. 
(4.3) Lemma. Let (X,<), (Y,<) and (T,<) be linearly 
ordered spaces and f:X—>Y, g:Y—>T increasing continuous 
mappings. Then ?(g© f) » ?(g)«> ?(f). 
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Proof. Dtnott h » g © f and l t t zdP(X) f u • f* (« ) f cZ(Y) f 
T » g * ( t t ) 6 Z ( I ) , w m h*(s8)6Z(T) . To proTt the lemma i t su f f i -
o t t to show that T • w. from the dt f in i t ion (3.1) i t follow© 
that for trtry t « T 
r inf » (x) f i f J«#- f t j A h ( X ) * 0 
W(t) m < 
I 1 f ifj<*- f t J n -l(X) - 0 , 
inf u(y), i f }<-, t ü л g(Y)+lí 
»(t) 
r i x 
J <*0^*t 
I 1 ., i f J-*~ f t J n g(y) « 0 • 
Moreover, for tTtry y e l 
r inf a(x)f i f J«—f yj r\ f(X)4-0 
u(y) - \ t^** 
L 1 f i f J-*- , y j n f(X) - 0 . 
Fix t£T. The two possible cases art: 
a) J ««— f t J a h(X) »0. Then w(t) - 1. If 3«e- f t J A g(« « 
- 0, then T(t) - 1f too. Otherwise J-*— ftJn g(Y)-f*0 and htnot 
J *— fyJ A f(X) m 0 for tTtry ye g J *— ft Jf and thtrtfort 
alto T(t) - inf u(y) * 1. 
**ty)*t 
b) J # — , t j n h(X)4*0* In thia case w(t) « inf « (x) . On 
&(x)-6t 
tht othtr hand, i n thia cast J«*— 9 y l n f(X)4-0 for some 
y c g ~ 1 l « — f t 3 . Therefore T(t) * inf u(y) - i n f inf ss(x)« 
« inf s ( x ) . Htnot in tTtry oast v ( t ) - w( t ) . 
JbCxImt 
(4.4) Lemma., I f i:X—->X i s the id tnt ioa l mappingf th,n 
I ( i ) i I (X)-~*. F(Y) i t al0o the ident i ty . 
groof: i s obTioue. 
(4 .5) Proposition., I f f1 ff2*X—> Y, art two incrtating 
continuous mappings and f-j-Wg- then f 1 4
( f 2 . 
Proof. Take x 0 a X ouoh that f 1 ( x 0 ) • y 1 f f 2 ( x 0 ) « y 2 and 
atsune for d t f in i t tn t s s that y«j< y 2 . Ltt «€Z(X) he defined by 
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th* .qual i ty 
-Cx) • { 
1, l f x < x 0 
of i f xex0 f 
and l e t tt, • tj*(%)9 Ug • f 2 * ( z ) . I t ia obTiou0 that u . j ( y p ^ 
dn^(j^)S «(x 0) - 0 while u ^ y p - iaf ^ ( y ) • 
• inf inf «(x) • 1. Thus u«lyZ)+vu(yZ) and henoe t*&t9. 
Theorem (4.2) and Propoeition (4.5) immediately imply the 
main resul t of th i s eection: 
(4.6) Corollary. ftOrd—*fuz ia an embedding functor. 
(4 .1 ) ° Definition of f°:Ord —> fua°. for every objaot X 
of Ord l o t f°(X) be defined ae i n (2 .1 )° and for erery morphl0m 
f:X-#> Y in Ord l e t f ° ( f ) - ftf°(X)-*> f°(Y) ( • • • ( 3 . 3 ) ° ) . 
(4 .6 )° Theorem, f ° ia an embedding funotor from the ca te -
gory Ord into the category fus° . 
§ 5. fuzzy modification of a decreasing continuous mapping. 
Sinoe the composition of two decreasing mappings ia not decreas-
ing except for some speoial oases, i t i s impossible to develop 
the prerious theory to the f u l l extent for the oaae of decreas-
ing mappings. However, there are some ways i n which one can 
part ia l ly extend the study of the fuzzy modification of a mono-
tone oontinuous mapping to the oaae of a daoraaaing mapping. 
One of these waya i s sketched below. 
Let (Xf < ) and (Y f< ) be two l inearly ordered spaces and 
l e t <* be the inverse order on Yf i . e . y-j <
# y 2 i** 72<7<\» 
The pair (Y f-<
f) w i l l be usually abbreviated to Y#. 
I t la obviou0 that n a Z(Y) i f f 1 - tt€Z(Y#). 
($ .1) Lemma. Let u^UgCZCY). Then u ^ U g i n Z(Y) i f f 
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1 - U-J/N-1 - Ug in Z(Y#). 
Proof is obvioua. 
This lemma ensures the correctness of the following defi-
nition: 
(5.2) Definition. The equality <p £ ul » £1 - u3 determines 
a mapping <f tF(Y#) —*• F(Y). 
(5.3) Lemma. The mapping 9*" : P ( Y ) — • P(Y#) defined hy 
the equality 9? C u] • [1 - u] is the inverse of <f> • Speoi-
fioally, (f :P(Y*)—> P(Y) is a bijeotion. 
Pi-oof is obvious. 
(5*4) Proposition, cj? sF(Y #)—• P(Y) is a fuzzy homeomor-
phi0m. 
Proof. Show directly that op and 9 are fuzzy conti-
nuous and apply the previous lemma. 
k decreasing continuous mapping fsX—* Y ean be obviously 
considered as an increasing continuous mapping f #:X—•*• Y # with 
the same values. Applying (3.3) we obtain a fuzzy continuous 
mapping f #:F(X) — * F(Y#). 
(5.5) Definition. Let f:X—*» Y be a decreasing continuous 
mapping. Then its fuzzy modi fi oat ion f:F(X)—*- P(Y) is defined 
by the equality f • 9 0 f #. 
(5.6) Theorem. If f:X—»Y is a decreasing continuous map-
ping, then its fuzzy modification f:P(X)—> P(Y) is fuzzy oon-
tinuous. 
Proof follows immediately from (3.4) and (5*4). 
(5.7) Proposition. If f:X —* Y is a deoreaaing homeomor-
phism, then f:P(X)—* F(Y) is a fuzzy homeomorphiam. 
Proof. TJee (3.5) and (5.4). 
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It is quite obvious how to reformulate the results of this 
section for the case of the category Puz°. 
§ 6. Fuzzy modification of a linearly ordered connected 
space. Taking as a basis the fundamental ideas of B. Hutton 
[73» A. Klein 1103 has generalized the construction of fuzzy 
unit interval in a completely different way than ours. For e~ 
very connected topological space X he has defined a fuzzy topo-
logical space which we shall denote K°(X) and which has some 
important properties (see Definition (6.9)° and Remark (6.15) 
below). Specifically, the spaces K°(I)f K°(30f1l) and K°(H) 
are fuzzy homeomorphic with the fuzzy closed unit interval, the 
fuzzy open unit interval and the fuzzy real line respectively 
(cf. (2.2)°). The space X is contained as a fuzzy subspace in 
K°(X) (cf. (2.3)°). 
If both constructions K°(X) and F°(X) are suitable and 
natural generalizations of Hutton*s fuzzy unit interval, one 
could hope that for a linearly ordered connected space X the 
fuzzy spaces K°(X) and F°(X) are to be isomorphic. The aim of 
this section is to show that this is really the case. We be-
gin with a brief outline of the construction from 1103 but in 
a form appropriately modified for the case when the space is 
both linearly ordered and connected. 
Thus, let X be a linearly ordered connected space and let 
M(X) denote the set of all monotone mappings (both increasing 
and decreasing) z:X—* I such that sup z(x) * 1 and inf z(x)» 
m 0. (Specifically, Z(X)CM(X).) 
The following two lemmas can be easily proved. 
(6.1) Lemma (cf. C103» Proposition 1.1 )• zsX —* I is 
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monotone i f f for a l l <*, f ft c I the se t z"
1 Coc f /3j i s connec-
ted. 
(6.2) Lemma. If oc e 1 0 t1 C and s"
1(oc)4-0» then X \ s"1 (oC ) 
i s disconnected. 
(6.3) Definition (cf. ClOjt def. 1 .3) . For s€M(X) and 
oCC COfU 1st 
HoC' 
r z " 1 1 oC П 1 п s " 1 C 0,1 - ot C f i f oC < J 
;<•> - 1  
Ł z"1 C 0 t oCІ л s "
1 C 1 - oC f 11 f
 лл - - 1 i f tcг jr . 
(£•4) Definit ion. For s 1 f s 2 €M(X) l e t s-̂  $^ s 2 i f f H^s-j)-
m H^Sg) for every oc e tO f1C. 
I t i s obvious that <̂ j i s an equivalence re lat ion on M(X). 
If scM(X) ket (z) m i z ' i z ' c M(X), z%s* s j . 
(6.5) Definit ion. Let K(X) denote the se t of a l l ^ - e q u i -
valence c la s se s , i . e . K(X) * M(X)/^ • 
Assume that oC £ | * Since X i s connected, there ex i s t a f b€X 
such that s"1 COfoc] - Cat - * C and s"
1 C1 - oc f 1 l « 3<— fh3 
(see C43)« Moreover, a i b in th i s case (otherwise for y c 3 b , a [ 
the inequality 1 - oc < s(y) < oo would imply ©C > *[)• therefo-
re H j s ) - CatbJ. 
Applying similar reasonings, one can eas i ly show that i n 
case oC< j f oc 4* 0 there ex is t a f b c X t a < b such that H^z) « 
« t a , b J , but H (s) has one of the following four form si Ca,bJ, 
Cat—*C f 3*~• fb3 or X. Since X i s oonnectedf applying C4Jf pp. 
281, 457 t we get from the above the next 
(6 .6) Lemma (cf. ! 9 j , Lemma 3 . 5 ) . I f oc 4- 0 t then H^z) 
i s compact. 
If ot< |> and oc 4- 0, then the monotoness of z allows to 
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conclude that 3a fbCc z 3 ofc f 1 - oc Cc [ a ,b j . Mbreoyer, oin-
00 Z i s connected, 3 a , b [ - Int z 3 cC f 1 - oC f • Similar i n -
olualona may he writt0n alfto for HQ(z). tor example, i f HQ(z)« 
- ta f —*- [ than 3a f — > i o z" 3 ot> , 1 - c c C e C a , — » C and 
Int z~ 3<-C f 1 - o C C « 3 c O f — • * C • H0nc0 wo deriv© th0 f o l -
lowing two stat0ment0. 
(6.7) Lemma. I f oc < \9 than e i ther 
B\(z) - Int z"" 3 tsc f 1 - oC C or B\(z) i s a zingloton. 
(6 .8) Lemma. I f oc < jr and z 1 f z 2 c l i ( Z ) than H^a-j) • 
• H^dg) i«pl i00 that Int «^1 3 o<? f 1 - oc C » Int ZgbcC ,1 ~<*f . 
from the preyions three lemmas one not ices that the set 
K(Z) ooinoides with the se t Z(I) defined by A. Klein in 1103. 
Let t° be the fuzzy topology on K(Z) - Z(I) defined exactly as 
in 110]. 
(6 .9 )° Denotation. The fuzzy topologfcal space (K(Z)f tz°) 
w i l l bo donotod K°(Z). 
Our next goal i s to es tabl ish a natural fuzzy homeomorphism 
between ?°(Z) and K°(K). 
(6.10) Lemma. If z€M(Z) f then z «* 1 - z . 
Proof i s oaoy (of. a lso C10], Lemma 3*3)* 
(6*11) Corollary. Brery olftos (z)cK(Z) contains a decre-
aaing member z c ( z ) . 
(6.12) Lemma. Lot z 1 § a 2 £ Z ( Z ) . Then »-j~»2 i f f HjXz-j) -
• n .̂(z2) for all<C€ rof1[. 
(6.13) Definit ion. Define the mapping g > s t ( Z ) ~ * K(Z) 
by the oquality <j> t »3 » («)• 
Lemma (6 .12) , Definition (6.4) and Corollary (6.11) ensure 
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that the mapping g? is one-to-one and onto. 
Reasonings quite similar to the ones used in the proof of 
L10J„ Theorem 3.4, ohow that the mapping <j> :F°(X)~-> K°(X) is 
fuzzy continuous and fuzzy open. Now we can sum up the obtained 
information in the following 
(6.14)° Theorem. Let X be a linearly ordered connected 
©pace. Then the mapping <y :F°(X) —>• K°(X) defined by the equa-
lity <£ Cz3 • (z) ie a fuzzy homeomorphiem. 
(6.15) Remark. In this section as everywhere in the paper 
the superscript "o" is used to mark thosp. statements and const-
ructions which deal with the category Fuz° (in contraet with 
the category Fuz (eee 0.5)°, (1*5)))» Since the original oon-
otruction of A. Klein wao fulfilled juet for Fuz0, the expoei-
tion of this section ie presented in the form of Fuz0, too* 
However, quite obviouo change© in the text allow to obtain the 
correeponding analogo for the category Fuz. 
Namely, let t be the weakeet fuzzy topology on K(X) which 
contain© t ° and all constanta. 
(6.9) Denotation. The fuzzy topological ©pace (K(X),t;) 
will be denoted juet K(X). 
Since the preimage of a constant fuzzy set is the same 
constant fuzzy set and since preimages preserve suprema and in-
fima of fuzzy sets, from (6.H) 0 we can now obtain the follow-
ing 
(6. H ) Theorem. Let X be a linearly ordered connected 
epace. Then the mapping >̂ :F(X)— * K(X) defined by the equali-
ty g> I z3 m (z) is a fuzzy homeomorphiem. 
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